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Abstract

synchrony, and describe how they help implement
our cost-effective contention managers.
A contention manager is a shared memory abstrac- Keywords: shared memory, obstruction-free, nontion that boosts progress of obstruction-free algo- blocking, wait-free, contention manager, failure
rithms. In this paper, we study the problem of the detector.
overhead of non-blocking and wait-free contention
managers which use the minimal possible information about failures. More specifically, we show 1 Introduction
that ensuring non-blockingness can be achieved
with no overhead and that this is not possible This paper studies shared memory implementawhen wait-freedom is to be guaranteed. We prove tions of atomic (also called linearizable [16]) obthat ensuring wait-freedom has an inherent over- jects. More specifically, we pursue an approach
head that, however, can be made arbitrarily small. that separates two concerns of such implemenThis shows an interesting “efficiency gap” separat- tations [18]. The idea is to devise object impleing non-blocking and wait-free implementations. mentations that always ensure linearizability but
To support our claims we present two modu- give progress guarantees only when there is no
lar contention manager implementations, both us- contention and, independently, to devise generic
ing the minimal possible information about fail- modules that could be applied to any such impleures: one that ensures non-blockingness with no mentations and boost their progress. The object
overhead, and one that ensures wait-freedom and implementations are said to be obstruction-free (or
which overhead can be arbitrarily reduced. Inter- OF, for short) and the progress boosters are called
estingly, these contention managers can be used contention managers [18].
only as a last resort, and can themselves be comObstruction-freedom is a liveness condition that
bined with more pragmatic ones that provide requires every process to complete its operation
good average case performance.
in the eventual absence of interference from other
At the heart of our cost-effective contention operations [18]. This liveness condition appears
managers lies the notion of an intermittent failure to make sense in practice, because the absence of
detector, which we believe is interesting in its own contention is typically argued to be the most comright. Strictly speaking, this is not a failure de- mon situation. In the presence of contention howtector in the classical sense, but rather an oracle ever, no progress is ensured and, in particular, prothat provides processes with information about cesses might livelock. That is precisely where a
failures (only) in certain executions. In particular, contention manager helps. When a process cannot
in executions with no contention, and when fail- complete its operation for a long time, a contention
ure detection is not needed, its overhead is not in- manager might delay others so that the process
curred. We consider two such abstractions, which can run alone sufficiently long and finish its task.
we show can be implemented with little system
Ideally, a contention manager should ensure
wait-freedom, i.e., progress for all, or at least nonblockingness, i.e., progress for at least one process,
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even in situations with high contention. However, it should incur no overhead in situations with
no contention, for this would question the overall
benefits of the obstruction-free implementation.
Achieving these objectives is not trivial, because
every time an OF algorithm interacts with a contention manager, some overhead, even if negligible, is incurred. An ideal contention manager
would be then one which is completely invisible
(stopped) at every process that manages to complete its operations on its own, and which starts
acting only at these processes that need help. In
other words, the interaction between an OF algorithm and such a contention manager could be
entirely suspended for all processes that execute
steps alone, without loss of the provided liveness
guarantees.
We show in this paper that for an important class of OF algorithms we can ensure nonblockingness in such an ideal way. On the contrary, guaranteeing wait-freedom requires that
some overhead of contention management is incurred, even for processes that run in isolation.
This inherent limitation of wait-freedom manifests
itself not only in situations with no contention, but
also in cases when processes are not able to observe that others run concurrently. Such situations
are very frequent for disjoint-access-parallel [20] OF
algorithms implementing large data structures,
even if many processes execute operations at the
same time.
In fact, if only non-blockingness is to be ensured,
a contention manager, helping a group of processes that compete for some set of objects, does
not have to delay, or in any way deal with, processes that run concurrently but do not themselves
need any help. This means that a high degree of
parallelism can be achieved, which is an important
performance factor.
As pointed out in [10, 13], and proved in [15],
ensuring progress requires information about failures. In short, a process that fails in the middle
of an execution should be detected in order not
to prevent other processes from progressing, but
should not be confused with a process that is just
slow completing its operation. Detecting failures
is often accomplished using some timeout mechanism which requires some synchrony assumptions
about the system. The contention managers presented in [10, 13] implement such timeout-based
failure detection directly, using weak and only
eventual synchrony assumptions. The approach
leads, however, to non-modular implementations

which are difficult to adapt to systems with other
synchrony assumptions or with indications from
the operating system about processes that have
crashed or are paged-out [4].
An alternative is to encapsulate timing assumptions within abstract failure detector oracles [7].
In [15], we described contention managers that
ensure wait-freedom and non-blockingness using
failure detectors Ω∗ and ♦P, which we proved are
in a precise sense minimal. In short, failure detector Ω∗ outputs, for all processes of every subset
of processes, a correct leader in the subset. Failure detector ♦P ensures that every process that
does not crash eventually accurately detects all
failures [7]. This approach has an obvious advantage of modularity, besides making it possible to
precisely capture minimal information about failures. When a system provides stronger synchrony
guarantees, or indications about crashed or pagedout processes, only a failure detector implementation needs to be changed, not a contention manager itself.
However, the approach might introduce a significant overhead, even in situations with no contention. This is because failure detector implementations typically use time-outs, relying on heartbeat
signals that need to be exchanged even in situations with no contention. Ideally, one would like to
pay the price of these exchanges only in situations
with high contention. However, by definition, a
failure detector cannot depend on computations
being performed, i.e., on the actual execution [7].
This means that a failure detector has to guarantee
its properties in every execution, including those
in which there is no need for information about
failures, or in which some properties of the failure detector are not necessary. This is an obvious
overkill in the contention management context.
This paper addresses this issue by introducing
the concept of an intermittent failure detector (IFD)
abstraction. This is not a failure detector in the
sense of [7], but an oracle that provides information about failures in certain executions. We
call the abstraction intermittent because it can be
stopped and restarted at any time, independently
at each process. It is a distributed abstraction and
each process has a local module of it. When the
module is stopped at a process pi , then pi does
not perform any steps of the implementation of the
module (exchange signals). This is similar in spirit
to [11]. The properties of the IFD abstraction are
ensured only for processes that, after some point in
time, restart their IFD module and never stop their
2

module thereafter. We also make the IFD module
return only the information that a process explicitly queried for, similarly to [9].
To support our claims that overhead can be
eliminated if only non-blockingess is to be guaranteed, and can be made arbitrarily small if waitfreedom has to be ensured, even when only the
minimal information about failures can be used,
we present two contention manager implementations. The former ensures non-blockingness using
an intermittent variant of Ω∗ (denoted by IΩ∗ ) and
the latter ensures wait-freedom using an intermittent variant of ♦P (denoted by I♦P ). The former
does not incur any overhead when obstructionfreedom is sufficient to provide progress. The
overhead of the latter can be made arbitrarily low,
at the cost of decreased efficiency of contention
management. We also show how, using little system synchrony, one can implement the IFDs used
by our contention managers.
It is important to note that IΩ∗ (or I♦P ) never
give more information about failures than Ω∗ (or
♦P, respectively). Furthermore, having an implementation of IΩ∗ (or I♦P ) allows for implementing
Ω∗ (or ♦P, respectively). This gives some notion
of equivalence between failure detectors and their
intermittent variants, which we define in this paper.
The solution presented so far, consisting of two
independent modules: an IFD and a contention
manager, can be further improved so that it has
low overhead and good efficiency also in scenarios with low contention, when some very simple
and cost-effective techniques can be used to ensure progress. This can be done by adding one
more module: a contention manager that is more
“pragmatic” in a sense that, using various heuristics or application-specific assumptions, can provide good average-case performance [24, 25, 14].
More precisely, when some contention is detected,
a pragmatic contention manager can be invoked
and given a chance to provide progress. The
more costly mechanisms, which are used by our
contention managers to guarantee progress in the
worst case, are then used only as a last recourse, after everything else failed to resolve contention. In
a sense, good average case performance and worst
case guarantees can be provided at the same time.
It is worth noting that the contention managers
presented in this paper are mainly to illustrate our
claims. They are similar to the contention management algorithms shown in [10] and [13], both
of which ensure wait-freedom and use timeout-

based failure detection mechanisms directly. In
fact, many ideas used there, and also in our contention managers, are much older and come from
DLS [8] and Paxos [22] algorithms, ported later to
shared memory systems [12, 5].

2

Preliminaries

Processes and Failure Detectors. We consider a
set of n processes Π = {p1 , . . . , pn } in a shared
memory system [16, 21]. A process executes the
(possibly randomized) algorithm assigned to it,
until the process crashes (fails) and stops executing
any action. We assume the existence of a global
discrete clock that is, however, inaccessible to the
processes. We say that a process is correct if it never
crashes. We say that process pi is alive at time t if
pi has not crashed by time t.
A failure detector [7, 6] is a distributed oracle
that provides every process with some information about failures. The output of a failure detector
depends only on which and when processes fail,
and not on computations being performed by the
processes. A process pi queries a failure detector D
by accessing local variable D-outputi —the output
of the module of D at process pi . Failure detectors
can be partially ordered according to the amount
of information about failures they provide. A failure detector D is weaker than a failure detector D 0 ,
and we write D  D 0 , if there exists an algorithm
(called a reduction algorithm) that transforms D 0
into D. If D  D 0 but D 0  D, we say that D is
strictly weaker than D 0 , and we write D ≺ D 0 .
Failure detector ♦P [7] outputs, at each time and
every process, a set of suspected processes. There is
a time after which (1) every crashed process is permanently suspected by every correct process and
(2) no correct process is ever suspected by any correct process.
Let S ⊆ Π be a non-empty set of processes. Failure detector ΩS outputs, at every process, an identifier of a process (called a leader), such that all correct processes in S eventually agree on the identifier of the same correct process in S. Failure detector Ω∗ [15] is the composition {ΩS }S⊆Π,S6=∅ : at
every process pi , Ω∗ -outputi is a tuple consisting of
the outputs of failure detectors ΩS .
Base and High-Level Objects. Processes communicate by invoking primitive operations (which
we will call instructions) on base shared objects
and seek to implement the operations of a high-level
3

shared object O. Object O is in turn used by an
application, as a high-level inter-process communication mechanism. We call invocation and response events of a high-level operation op on the
implemented object O application events and denote them by, respectively, inv(op) and ret(op) (or
invi (op) and reti (op) at a process pi ).
An implementation of O is a distributed algorithm that specifies, for every process pi and every operation op of O, the sequences of steps that
pi should take in order to complete op. Process
pi completes operation op when pi returns from op.
Every process pi may complete any number of operations but, at any point in time, at most one operation op can be pending (started and not yet completed) at pi .
We consider implementations of O that combine a sub-protocol that ensures a minimal liveness property, called obstruction-freedom, with a
sub-protocol that boosts this liveness guarantee.
The former is called an obstruction-free (OF) algorithm A and the latter a contention manager CM. We
focus on linearizable [19, 3] implementations of O:
every operation appears to the application as if it
took effect instantaneously between its invocation
and its return. An implementation of O involves
two categories of steps executed by any process pi :
those (executed on behalf) of CM and those (executed on behalf) of A. In each step, a process pi
either executes an instruction on a base shared object or (in case pi executes a step on behalf of CM)
queries a failure detector.
Obstruction-freedom [18, 17] stipulates that if a
process that invokes an operation op on object O
and from some point in time executes steps of
A alone1 , then it eventually completes op. Nonblockingness stipulates that if some correct process never completes an invoked operation, then
some other process completes infinitely many operations. Wait-freedom [16] ensures that every correct process that invokes an operation eventually
returns from the operation.

eration, and always eventually returns from this
call (or crashes). Both calls, tryi and resigni , return
ok.2
We denote by B(A) and B(CM) the sets of base
shared objects, always disjoint, that can be possibly accessed by steps of, respectively, A and CM,
in every execution, by every process. Calls try and
resign are thus the only means by which A and CM
interact. The events corresponding to invocations
of, and responses from, try and resign are called
cm-events. We denote by tryinv and resigninv an
i

i

invocation of call tryi and resigni , respectively (at
process pi ), and by tryret
and resignret
i —the correi
sponding responses.

Executions and Histories. An execution of an OF
algorithm A combined with a contention manager
CM is a sequence of events that include steps of
A, steps of CM, cm-events and application events.
Every event in an execution is associated with a
unique time at which the event took place. Every execution e induces a history H(e) that includes only application events (invocations and responses of high-level operations). The corresponding CM-history HCM (e) is the subsequence of e containing only application events and cm-events of
the execution, and the corresponding OF-history
HOF (e) is the subsequence of e containing only application events, cm-events, and steps of A. For a
sequence s of events, s|i denotes the subsequence
of s containing only events at process pi .
We say that a process pi is blocked at time t in
an execution e if (1) pi is alive at time t, and (2)
the latest event in HCM (e)|i that occurred before t
is tryinv
or resigninv
. A process pi is busy at time
i
i
t in e if (1) pi is alive at time t, and (2) the latest
event in HCM (e)|i that occurred before t is tryret
i .
We say that a process pi is active at t in e if pi is
either busy or blocked at time t in e. We say that a
process pi is idle at time t in e if pi is not active at t
in e.3 A process resigns when it invokes resign on a
contention manager.
We say that pi is obstruction-free in an interval
Interaction Between Modules. OF algorithm A, [t, t0 ] in an execution e, if pi is the only process that
executed by any process pi , communicates with takes steps of A in [t, t0 ] in e and pi is not blocked
contention manager CM via calls tryi and resigni infinitely long in [t, t0 ] (if t0 = ∞). We say that
implemented by CM (see Fig. 1). Process pi in- process pi is eventually obstruction-free at time t in
vokes tryi just after pi starts an operation, and also e if pi is active at t or later and pi either resigns
later (even several times before pi completes the
2 An example OF algorithm that uses this model of interacoperation) to signal possible contention. Process tion with a contention manager is presented in the proof of Thepi invokes resigni just before returning from an op- orem 8.
3 Note

1 I.e.,

without encountering step contention [2].

idle.
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that every process that has crashed is permanently

Application
Process pi
OF algorithm A

Process pj
High-Level Object O

tryi / resigni
Contention Manager
Module

tryj / resignj
Contention Manager CM

query / stop
IFD
Module

OF algorithm A

Contention Manager
Module

query / stop
Intermittent
Failure
Detector

IFD
Module

Base shared objects

Figure 1: The OF algorithm/contention manager interface
after t or is obstruction-free in the interval [t0 , ∞)
for some t0 > t. Note that, since algorithm A
is obstruction-free, if an active process pi is eventually obstruction-free, then pi eventually resigns
and completes its operation.

Non-blocking Contention Manager. We say
that a contention manager CM guarantees nonblockingness for an OF algorithm A if in each execution e of A combined with CM the following property is satisfied: if some correct process is active
at a time t, then at some time t0 > t some process
resigns.
A non-blocking contention manager guarantees
non-blockingness for every OF algorithm. Intuitively, this will happen if the contention manager
allows at least one active process to be obstructionfree (and busy) for sufficiently long time, so that
the process can complete its operation. More precisely, we say that a contention manager CM is
non-blocking if, for every OF algorithm A, in every
execution of A combined with CM the following
property is ensured at every time t:

Well-Formed Executions. We impose certain restrictions on the way an OF algorithm A and a contention manager CM interact. In particular, we assume that no process takes steps of A while being blocked by CM or idle, and no process takes
infinitely many steps of A without calling CM infinitely many times. Further, a process must inform CM that an operation is completed by calling
resign before returning the response to the application.
Formally, we assume that every execution e is
Global Progress. If some correct process is active
well-formed, i.e., H(e) is linearizable [19, 3], and,
at t, then some correct process is eventually
for every process pi , (1) HCM (e)|i is a prefix of
obstruction-free at t.
a sequence [op1 ][op2 ], . . ., where each [opk ] has
inv , tryret ,
In [15] we prove the following theorem:
the form invi (opk ),tryinv
, tryret
i
i , . . . , tryi
i
resigninv
, resignret
i
i ,reti (opk ); (2) in HOF (e)|i, no step Theorem 1 A contention manager CM guarantees
of A is executed when pi is blocked or idle, (3) in non-blockingness for every OF algorithm if and only if
HOF (e)|i, invi can only be followed by tryinv
, and CM is non-blocking.
i
reti can only be preceded by resignret
;
(4)
if
pi is
i
0
busy at time t in e, then at some t > t, process Wait-Free Contention Manager. We say that a
pi is idle or blocked. The last condition implies contention manager CM guarantees wait-freedom for
that every busy process pi eventually invokes tryi an OF algorithm A if in every execution e of A com(and becomes blocked), resigns or crashes. Clearly, bined with CM, the following property is satisfied:
in a well-formed execution, every process goes if a process pi is active at a time t, then at some
through the following cyclical order of modes: time t0 > t, pi becomes idle. In other words, every
idle, active, idle, . . ., where each active period con- operation executed by a correct process eventually
sists itself of a sequence blocked, busy, blocked, . . ..
returns.
5

never call stop thereafter, and V 0 be a set of (correct) processes that call query and stop on I♦P infinitely many times. Call query invoked by a process pi returns a set of processes suspected by pi .
I♦P guarantees that eventually: (1) every process
in V suspects every crashed process, and (2) no
process in V is ever suspected by any process in
V ∪ V0.

A wait-free contention manager guarantees waitfreedom for every OF algorithm. Intuitively, this
will happen if the contention manager makes sure
that every correct active process is given “enough”
time to complete its operation, regardless of how
other processes behave. More precisely, a contention manager CM is wait-free if, for every OF
algorithm A, in every execution of A combined
with CM, the following property is ensured at every time t:4

Comparing a Failure Detector with an Intermittent One. To establish a formal relationship between a failure detector D and its intermittent variant ID , we need to show that the latter provides as
much information about failures as the former. We
can do it by treating ID as an abstract problem and
proving that D is the weakest failure detector [6] to
implement ID . If we prove this, we will say that
D and ID are equivalent. In the following two theorems we establish the relationship between IΩ∗
and Ω∗ and between I♦P and ♦P.

Fairness. If a correct process pi is active at t, then
pi is eventually obstruction-free at t.
In [15] we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2 A contention manager CM guarantees
wait-freedom for every OF algorithm if and only if CM
is wait-free.
Intermittent Failure Detectors. In this paper, we
introduce two IFDs, which can be viewed as intermittent variants of Ω∗ and ♦P. We denote them
by, respectively, IΩ∗ and I♦P . Both IΩ∗ and I♦P
implement two calls that are used by a contention
manager: stop and query. The former stops the IFD
implementation on the calling process. The latter
one restarts the IFD, if it has been stopped, and
queries the IFD. We assume that an IFD module at
each process is, by default, stopped until the process queries the IFD for the first time.
Intuitively, IΩ∗ implements an eventual leader
election mechanism among a set S ⊆ Π of processes (given as an argument to query). When invoked by all correct processes in set S sufficiently
many times, with call query(S), IΩ∗ eventually permanently returns the same correct process in S (a
leader) at all of these processes.
More precisely, IΩ∗ ensures the following property in every execution e. Let us denote by V
the set of (correct) processes that invoke query infinitely many times and let S ⊇ V be any set such
that every correct process in S is also in V. IΩ∗
guarantees that if in execution e (1) no process invokes stop infinitely many times and (2) all processes from set V eventually permanently pass set
S as an argument to query, then every process in V
will eventually return the same process pl ∈ V in
every call to query(S).
IFD I♦P is similar to ♦P. I♦P ensures the following properties. Let V be a set of correct processes which after some time call query on I♦P and

Theorem 3 IΩ∗ and Ω∗ are equivalent.
Proof. To prove the theorem we need to show that
Ω∗ is sufficient and necessary to implement IΩ∗ .
The sufficiency part consists of showing an algorithm that implements IΩ∗ using Ω∗ . The necessity
part has to show that the output of Ω∗ can be emulated using some number of instances of IΩ∗ as
“black boxes” and read-write registers.
It is easy to see that having failure detector Ω∗
one can easily implement IΩ∗ . This can be done
simply by making query(S), invoked by a process
pi , return the leader elected by Ω∗ for set S, and ignoring every call to stop. Therefore, Ω∗ is sufficient
to implement IΩ∗ .
As Ω∗ is a composition {ΩS }S⊆Π,S6=∅ , in the necessity part it is sufficient to prove that, for every
non-empty subset S of set Π, there is an algorithm
that extracts the output of ΩS from an implementation of IΩ∗ .
Let L be an instance of IΩ∗ and let every
alive process pi periodically invoke query(S) on
L and put the returned value in a local variable
ΩS -outputi . Also, let no process ever invoke stop on
L. Let V be the set of all correct processes. Clearly,
every process in V will invoke query(S) infinitely
many times. Furthermore, every correct process
in S must belong to V. Thus, by the properties of
IΩ∗ , every correct process in S has to eventually
permanently output the id of the same correct process in S in variable ΩS -output. Therefore, at every
process pi , ΩS -outputi is a valid output of failure
detector ΩS . Hence, for every S ⊆ Π, S 6= ∅, ΩS is

4 This

property is ensured by wait-free contention managers
from the literature [10, 13].
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necessary to implement IΩ∗ and so Ω∗ is also nec- in e. We say that A is contention-aware if in every
essary to implement IΩ∗ .
 contention-free execution e of A combined with
CM every call tryi , for every process pi , is try0i .
Theorem 4 I♦P and ♦P are equivalent.
Thus, a process pi executing a contention-aware algorithm calls tryi only at the beginning of an operProof. To prove the theorem we need to show that ation (try0 ) and when p has not been obstructioni
i
♦P is sufficient and necessary to implement I♦P . free since the invocation of the operation.
The sufficiency part consists of showing an algoTherefore, if one has a contention manager CM
rithm that implements I♦P using ♦P. The neces- that guarantees non-blockingness or wait-freedom
sity part has to show that the output of ♦P can be with zero overhead, one can substitute all calls
emulated using some number of instances of I♦P try0 and resign0 with empty calls (e.g., on comi
i
as “black boxes” and read-write registers.
pile time), thus making CM (as a whole, together
It is easy to see that having failure detector ♦P with IFD and a “pragmatic” contention manager
one can easily implement I♦P . This can be done used by CM) invisible in all contention-free exesimply by making query, invoked by a process pi , cutions of contention-aware algorithms combined
return the set of suspected processes output by ♦P with CM.
at pi , and ignoring every call to stop. Therefore, ♦P
It is important to note that most OF algorithms
is sufficient to implement I♦P .
provide “for free” the ability to eventually detect
Let D be an instance of I♦P and let every alive that a process executing an operation has not been
process pi periodically invoke query on D and put obstruction-free since try0 , and thus can be transthe returned value in a local variable ♦P-outputi . formed into contention-aware ones in a straightAlso, let no process ever invoke stop on D. Let V be forward way.
the set of all correct processes. Clearly, every process in V will invoke query infinitely many times
and never invoke stop. Thus, by the properties of 3 Non-Blocking Contention
I♦P , at every process pi the variable ♦P-outputi is
Manager
a valid output of failure detector ♦P. Therefore,
♦P is necessary to implement I♦P .

In this section we present a non-blocking contention manager CMnb that uses IFD IΩ∗ . In short,
Overhead of Contention Management. We de- the combined solution
of CM and IΩ∗ guaranfine the overhead of a contention manager CM in a tees non-blockingness for everynbOF algorithm with
non-empty execution e as the number of steps of zero overhead.
CM in e divided by the number of operations inThe implementation of CMnb is shown in Alvoked in e.
gorithm 1 and the underlying idea is the followLet opk be any operation executed by a process ing. If a process p calls try more than maxTries
i
i
pi , and tinv and tret be the times of, respectively, times before resigning, this means that p has probi
the invocation and the return of opk . Let us denote lems completing its current operation (maxTries is
0
by tryi the first call tryi invoked by pi after time some natural constant). Thus, neither obstructiontinv . If there is only one call tryi invoked by pi in freedom nor contention manager PCM is sufficient
period [tinv , tret ], then we will denote by resign0i the to provide progress for p anymore. In such case,
i
call resigni invoked in [tinv , tret ].
pi enters the serialization mechanism (procedure
We say that CM guarantees a property Q (non- Serialize).
blockingness or wait-freedom) with zero overhead if
The role of the serialization mechanism is to preCM guarantees Q in every execution of every OF vent livelocks. Indeed, if after some time no acalgorithm combined with CM, even if every call tive process is able to complete its operation, then
try0i and resign0i , for every process pi , is substituted all active processes will eventually enter the serialwith an empty call5 .
ization mechanism (line 1.2) and only one of them,
Let A be any OF algorithm and CM—a con- say process p , will be allowed to take steps (and
i
tention manager. We say that an execution e of run obstruction-free), while others will get blocked
A combined with CM is contention-free if at every (lines 1.16–1.18). Once the chosen process (leader)
point in time there is at most one active process p resigns, p announces this fact to blocked proi
i
5 An empty call appears in an execution, but takes no time
cesses (in line 1.8) so that they can choose another
and is not visible to a contention manager.
active process among them as a leader. Also when
7

pi crashes, a new leader is elected.
The output of IΩ∗ is used (in line 1.18) only by
serialized processes, i.e., by every alive process p j
for which T[j] = true. This means that module
IΩ∗ can be suspended at each non-serialized process. That is why each serialized process p j calls
stop on IΩ∗ when p j resigns (line 1.10). Module
IΩ∗ starts working again on a process p j once p j
invokes query(S j ) again (in line 1.18).
The serialization mechanism lets only one active
process take steps of an OF algorithm while blocking all others only when active processes eventually manage to chose a single leader among themselves in lines 1.16–1.18. If there is no agreement
and so there are many leaders, none of them is
guaranteed to be obstruction-free sufficiently long.
If the elected leader crashes and active processes
do not chose another leader, then it may happen
that all active process get blocked forever. Thus,
the quality of the leader election provided by IΩ∗ is
vital and we need to explain why the limited properties guaranteed by IΩ∗ are sufficient.
Intuitively, CMnb guarantees non-blockingness
when the leader election provided by IΩ∗ is eventually accurate. However, IΩ∗ , as used by CMnb ,
guarantees the accuracy of the leader election only
in executions in which non-blockingness is violated. Thus, if there existed an execution of an
OF algorithm combined with CMnb in which nonblockingness did not hold, IΩ∗ would have to
guarantee eventually accurate leader election in
this execution, in which case CMnb would have to
guarantee non-blockingness. Hence, such an execution is effectively impossible.
More precisely, if in an execution e nonblockingness is violated, this means that at some
point in time t there are some correct active processes (a set V) and no process resigns thereafter.
But then all these processes will keep querying IΩ∗
forever, eventually permanently about the same
set of processes S. Furthermore, no process ever
stops IΩ∗ after time t, for IΩ∗ may be stopped only
by a process that resigns. Thus, eventually IΩ∗ will
make processes in set V output a single correct active process as their leader from some point in time
forever. The elected leader will then be eventually
obstruction-free, in which case the leader has to
eventually complete the operation it executes and
resign—contradicting our assumption that no process resigns after time t.

Proof. By contradiction, let us assume that in some
execution e of an OF algorithm A combined with
contention manager CMnb non-blockingness is violated. This means that there exists time t such
that some correct processes are active at t (a set V)
and no process resigns after t. Let us denote by t0
a point in time after t such that only correct processes are alive after t0 .
For each correct process pi ∈
/ V the value T[i] is
permanently set to false after t, for pi had to resign
before t or pi is never active in e and pi can set T[i]
to true (in line 1.15) only when pi is active. Each
faulty process must have crashed by t0 > t. Therefore, for each process pi ∈
/ V, the value of T[i] will
not change after t0 .
Each process pi in set V has to periodically invoke tryi , until pi gets blocked forever (for execution e has to be well-formed). However, pi can
get blocked forever only in procedure Serialize, for
PCM satisfies Termination. Thus, after t, each process in V will eventually enter procedure Serialize
in line 1.2 because after t the value of triesi cannot
be reset to 0 in line 1.11, as no process resigns after
t, and triesi increases in line 1.5 each time pi calls
tryi . Thus, if at time t the value of T[i] is false, pi
will eventually set the value to true. Furthermore,
T[i] cannot be reset to false after t as pi does not resign after t. Therefore, after some time t00 > t0 > t,
for every process pi ∈ V, the value T[i] will be permanently set to true. This means that after t00 no
value of array T can change anymore.
Denote by S the set of processes for which
T[. . .] = true after time t00 . Clearly, V ⊆ S because
for every process pi ∈ V the value of T[i] is permanently set to true after t00 . Also, no process invokes stop infinitely many times (in line 1.10) for
no process resigns infinitely often in e. Furthermore, after time t00 only processes in set V will be
querying IΩ∗ in line 1.18 and eventually all processes in V will be querying IΩ∗ about set S, constructed in line 1.17, which never changes after t00 .
Therefore, eventually, at each process pi in set V,
the module IΩ∗ will be permanently returning the
same process pl ∈ V in each call to query(Si = S)
in line 1.18. Thus, eventually only process pl will
always return from procedure Serialize.
Therefore, eventually all processes in set V, except for pl , will be blocked in lines 1.16–1.18 forever and process pl will execute infinitely many
steps of algorithm A obstruction-free. But then
Lemma 5 Contention manager CMnb shown in Algo- pl , by obstruction-freedom of A, has to eventurithm 1 guarantees non-blockingness for every OF algo- ally complete its current operation of A and resign.
rithm.
Thus pl ∈
/ V—a contradiction.
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From Theorem 1 and Lemma 5 we immediately
obtain a proof of the following theorem:

Algorithm 3: An example OF algorithm implementing a timestamping mechanism

Theorem 6 Contention manager CMnb is nonblocking.

uses: A[1, . . .]—unbounded array of registers,
B[1, . . .]—unbounded array of shared
bits, L, P—registers
initially: A[1, . . .] ← ⊥, B[1, . . .] ← false,
L ← 1, P ← ⊥
upon of-getTimestamp do
CM.tryi
P←i
j←L
while true do
A[j] ← i
if B[j] = false then
B[j] ← true
if A[j] = i then
L←j
CM.resigni
return j
else CM.tryi
else if P 6= i then
CM.tryi
P←i

It is easy to see that CMnb guarantees nonblockingness with zero overhead. Indeed, the
proof of Lemma 5 and Theorem 6 are still valid
even under the assumption that every call try0 and
resign0 is not visible to the contention manager.
Thus, we immediately have the following result:
Theorem 7 CMnb guarantees non-blockingness with
zero overhead.

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

It is also worth noting that CMnb , when used 3.8
with contention-aware OF algorithms, allows for 3.9
high degree of parallelism, without creating un- 3.10
necessary hot spots. More precisely, if some pro- 3.11
cess pi , executing an operation op in period of time 3.12
[t, t0 ], accesses some set of base shared objects B 3.13
in steps of an OF algorithm, and no other process 3.14
accesses any base shared object in set B in period 3.15
[t, t0 ], then pi will not get serialized and thus pi will 3.16
not execute any step of CMnb . In particular, pi will
j ← j+1
not access any base shared object, in any step in 3.17
0
period [t, t ], which is accessed by other process
in this period. Note that pi does not have to be
obstruction-free in [t, t0 ] for this to hold.
completely eliminated. However, we present a
CMnb uses only an array T, of size n, of single- wait-free contention manager, denoted by CM ,
wf
bit registers. Therefore, it requires only bounded which uses the minimal possible information
memory, unlike wait-free contention managers about failures and which overhead can be made
presented in [10, 13] and in the next section, which arbitrarily small in contention-free executions.
use unbounded timestamps. (We do not claim,
though, that these contention managers could not Theorem 8 There is no contention manager that guaruse bounded timestamps—they just currently do antees wait-freedom with zero overhead.
not do it.)
When contention is low, CMnb may use a prag- Proof. Assume, by contradiction, that such a
matic contention manager (satisfying Termina- contention manager CM exists. This means that
tion), denoted by PCM, to provide progress to for every contention-free execution e of every
processes. The border between low contention contention-aware OF algorithm A combined with
and high contention is determined by the max- CM, wait-freedom has to be satisfied in e and no
Tries constant: a non-blocking contention manager process can execute any step of CM (or IFD) in e.
Let us have two correct processes: pi and p j ,
uses PCM at most maxTries times for any operation
executing
an OF algorithm A presented in Algoof an OF algorithm and later, if contention perrithm
3.
Algorithm
A implements a timestamping
sists, starts to use serialization to guarantee nonmechanism
and
is
based
on the implementation of
blockingness.
a splitter. It is easy to verify that A is a contentionaware OF algorithm.
Now let us take the following execution e of
4 Wait-Free Contention
OF algorithm A combined with CM in which only
Manager
processes pi and pk that are correct take steps of A:
1. Process pi starts executing operation ofgetTimestamp and reaches line 3.6.

In this section we show that ensuring waitfreedom has an inherent overhead that cannot be
9

Algorithm 1: Implementation of non-blocking
contention manager CMnb

Algorithm 2: Implementation of wait-free
contention manager CMwf

uses: T[1, . . . , n]—array of single-bit registers
initially: T[1, . . . , n], tsi ← false, triesi ← 0

uses: S—single-bit register, T[1 . . . N]—array
of registers
initially: S, T[1 . . . N], tsi ← ⊥, triesi ← 0

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

upon tryi do
if triesi > maxTries then Serialize()
else
if triesi > 0 then PCM.tryi
triesi ← triesi + 1

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18

upon resigni do
if tsi then
T[i] ← false
tsi ← false
IΩ∗ .stop
triesi ← 0
procedure Serialize()
if not tsi then
tsi ← true
T[i] ← true
repeat
Si ← { p j ∈ Π | T[j] = true }
until IΩ∗ .query(Si ) = pi

2.6
2.7
2.8

2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.16
2.17
2.18
2.19

IΩ∗ , I♦P —intermittent failure detectors,
PCM—a contention manager that satisfies Termination
(optional)

upon tryi do
if triesi > maxTries then S ← true
if S then
triesi ← maxTries + 1
Serialize()
else
if triesi > 0 then PCM.tryi
triesi ← triesi + 1
upon resigni do
if tsi 6= ⊥ then
T[i] ← ⊥
tsi ← ⊥
S ← false
I♦P .stop
triesi ← 0
procedure Serialize()
if tsi = ⊥ then
tsi ← GetTimestamp()
T[i] ← tsi

2.22

repeat
sacti ← {j|T[j] 6= ⊥ ∧ j ∈
/ I♦P .query}
leaderi ← argmin j∈sacti T[j]

2.23

until leaderi = i

2.20
2.21

2. Process pi executes, then, steps in lines 3.6– processes except for pk are permanently idle and
3.7 for some j and suspends its execution for which satisfies the following condition: e0 |k = e|k.
some time.
No process can execute any step of CM in execution e0 , pk in particular. Thus, for the contention
3. Then process pk starts executing operation of- manager module executed by process p execution
k
getTimestamp, completes the operation and re- e0 is indistinguishable from execution e. Thus, neisigns. Clearly, pk , while executing the oper- ther in e, nor in e0 the contention manager modation, is obstruction-free and thus eventually ule at process p can make p execute any step or
k
k
has to complete the operation.
query an IFD.
However, in execution e process pk has to even4. Next, pi continues executing steps and obtually be blocked for sufficiently long time so that
serves in line 3.9 that A[j] = k 6= i. Thus, pi is
pi is able to complete its operation. Otherwise,
not able to complete the operation and has to
wait-freedom could be violated. But then the CM
start the next iteration of the “while” loop.
module at process pk has to communicate with pi
5. Steps 2–5 are repeated until pi is eventually in order to determine when pi resigns and turns
idle, for the time that is necessary for pi to comobstruction-free.
plete its operation is not known and CM cannot
Clearly, execution e is not contention-free. Now, let even assume that this time is bounded. That is
us take a contention-free execution e0 in which all because CM must not use any synchrony assump10

tions directly and CM must not ever query any IFD
in e. Hence, we reach a contradiction.

The implementation of CMwf is presented in Algorithm 2. The algorithm relies on a (wait-free)
function GetTimestamp() for generating unique
timestamps such that if some process gets a timestamp ts then no process gets a timestamp lower
than ts infinitely many times. Such a timestamping mechanism can be easily implemented with
registers.
The basic idea of CMwf is the following. When
an active process pi invokes tryi more than maxTries times, CMwf sets flag S to true in line 2.2 and
starts serializing all reported operations. As long
as flag S is raised, every new process that invokes
try enters immediately the serialization mechanism
(procedure Serialize).
The serialization mechanism works as follows.
First, pi gets a timestamp in line 2.18 and announces the timestamp in array T in line 2.19.
Then, using I♦P , pi periodically runs a leader election mechanism: the non-suspected process that
announced the lowest timestamp in T is elected a
leader. If pi is a leader, pi returns from the serialization mechanism.
I♦P guarantees that eventually the same correct active process is elected leader by all serialized processes (unless these processes resign before). The leader executes steps of the OF algorithm obstruction-free and so it eventually resigns. After doing so, the leader resets its timestamp in lines 2.11 and 2.12 so that the active process which currently has the lowest timestamp can
become a leader thereafter. When a serialized process finishes its operation, it sets flag S to false
in line 2.13. As a result, once all concurrent serialized operations are completed, the processes
might fall back to some other, may be more pragmatic, contention management scheme (provided
by contention manager PCM).
It might not be straightforward to see why the
properties of I♦P are strong enough for the serialization mechanism. Similarly to IΩ∗ , IFD I♦P ,
when used with contention manager CMwf , provides useful information only in executions in
which wait-freedom is violated. Consider then
an execution e of an OF algorithm combined with
CMwf . In e, wait-freedom is violated, so there
are some correct processes (a set V) that are active from some point in time t forever. These processes will at some time query I♦P and never stop
I♦P thereafter. But then, by properties of I♦P , pro-

cesses in set V will be eventually never suspected
by any other active process. Thus, the processes
have to eventually elect the correct process with
the lowest timestamp (in V) as their leader and let
the process run obstruction-free forever. But the
leader will have to eventually complete its operation then, and so it will not be active forever—
contradicting our assumption. For completeness
we prove the following theorem:
Lemma 9 Contention manager CMwf implemented
by Algorithm 2 guarantees wait-freedom for all OF algorithms.
Proof. By contradiction, let us assume that in some
execution e of some OF algorithm A combined
with contention manager CMwf there are some
correct processes (a set V) that do not complete
their operations, i.e., from some point in time they
are active forever. By properties of OF algorithms,
each process from set V has to invoke try infinitely
many times, unless the process gets blocked forever. However, the latter can happen only after the
process gets serialized (i.e., enters procedure Serialize) and after the process receives and announces
its timestamp in line 2.18 and line 2.19, respectively. That is because contention manager PCM
satisfies Termination and so PCM cannot block any
process forever in line 2.7.
Claim 10 For every process p j in set V there is a timestamp ts Fj 6= ⊥ such that eventually ts j = ts Fj forever.
Proof. Let us take some process p j in set V and
denote by t a point in time after which p j is active
forever. Clearly, after t process p j cannot reset its
timestamp to ⊥ (in line 2.12) because p j does not
resign after t. Thus, by the condition in line 2.17,
once p j receives a timestamp after time t, p j will
not get any new timestamp thereafter.
If p j has its timestamp different than ⊥ at time
t, then clearly p j will retain this timestamp forever.
Assume then that p j has its timestamp equal to ⊥
at time t. But after t process p j is permanently active and thus p j eventually has to enter the serialization mechanism and receive a timestamp in
line 2.18. Thus, eventually p j will have some constant timestamp different than ⊥ forever, for p j
cannot reset its timestamp to ⊥ after time t.

Let us denote by pi the process having the lowest timestamp in { tskF | pk ∈ V } (there is always
one, and only one, such a process, by Claim 10 and
because timestamps are unique). We will lead to a
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contradiction by showing that pi has to eventually
complete its current operation and resign.
Firstly, let us observe that all processes in set V
will query I♦P in line 2.21 infinitely many times
and after some time they will never invoke stop
anymore in line 2.14. Therefore, by properties of
I♦P , eventually every process p j ∈ V will permanently suspect every crashed process and will
never suspect any other process from set V anymore. Therefore, eventually all processes in set V,
except for pi , will be eventually blocked forever in
lines 2.20–2.23, for pi is in set V and pi has the lowest timestamp from all processes in set V.
Let us consider time t after which:

must execute line 2.4 after time t and cannot reset
triesi thereafter. Therefore, there has to be some
process p j ∈ V 0 which observes that S = true in
line 2.3 and enters procedure Serialize in line 2.5
infinitely many times. Process p j will then invoke
query and stop on I♦P infinitely often. But p j will
always have a timestamp larger than tsiF after time
t and, by properties of I♦P , p j will eventually never
suspect process pi ∈ V. Thus, eventually process
p j will be blocked forever and so p j ∈
/ V 0 —a contradiction.


From Theorem 2 and Lemma 9 we immediately
obtain a proof of the following theorem:

• the failure detection at processes in set V (proTheorem 12 Contention manager CMwf is wait-free.
vided by I♦P ) is already accurate,
• only correct processes are alive,
• pi has already got its timestamp tsi = tsiF in
line 2.18 and announced it in line 2.19, and

It is easy to see that the overhead of CMwf
in the set of all contention-free executions is one
step (the read of flag S in line 2.3), provided that
the OF algorithm is contention-aware. Indeed, in
contention-free executions no process is ever serialized and PCM is never used. Interestingly, the
overhead of CMwf in contention-free executions
can be made arbitrarily small for all contentionaware OF algorithms. Indeed, a modified version
of CMwf in which only every k-th invocation of tryi
is executed and the rest return immediately, still
guarantees wait-freedom, as proved by the following theorem. Clearly, in this case the overhead of
CMwf in contention-free executions can be made
arbitrarily small by making the value of k sufficiently large.

• all active processes other than pi have timestamps larger than tsi or equal to ⊥.
The last condition will surely eventually hold
in execution e because of the following reasons.
Firstly, timestamps are unique. Secondly, no process can get a timestamp lower than tsiF infinitely
many times. Thirdly, pi has the lowest timestamp
from all correct processes that never become idle
after some point in time (set V) and so keep their
once received timestamp forever.
Clearly, process pi cannot be blocked forever.
Furthermore, all processes from set V, except for
pi , will eventually be blocked forever. This means
that the only processes that can obstruct pi forever (i.e., that can execute infinitely many steps
of OF algorithm A concurrently with pi ) are these
processes that complete infinitely many operations
and thus call try and resign infinitely many times.
Let us denote the set of these processes by V 0 .
If we prove that V 0 is empty, then we show that
from some point in time process pi is obstructionfree forever and so, by obstruction-freedom, has
to eventually complete its current operation and
resign—a contradiction with our assumption that
pi ∈ V.

Theorem 13 For any OF algorithm A and any natural number k, contention manager CMwf guarantees
wait-freedom for A even if, for every process pi , only
every k-th invocation of tryi is executed and all others
return immediately.

Proof. The proof is straightforward. Let us take
Algorithm 2 and add the following code before
line 2.2 (m is initially equal to 1):
Clearly, after this change, at every process pi , all
invocations of try, except every k-th, return immediately without making pi execute any step. It is
easy to see that even after this change the proof
Claim 11 Set V 0 is empty.
of Theorem 12 holds and thus the so modified
Proof. Suppose not—that there are some processes CMwf remains wait-free. Intuitively, that is bewhich belong to V 0 , i.e., processes which invoke cause the added code can neither block any protry and resign infinitely many times. Process pi sets cess infinitely long nor prevent the process from
flag S to true in line 2.2 infinitely many times, for pi eventually getting serialized, and every process
12

Algorithm 4: Changes to CMwf to ignore all
but every k-th invocation of tryi
2.1

2.2

Algorithm 5: Implementation of intermittent
failure detector I♦P

upon tryi do
if m < k then
m ← m+1
return
else m ← 1
...

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

from set V or V 0 (see the proof) will keep invok- 5.5
ing try until the process gets block forever inside 5.6
the serialization mechanism.
 5.7
Similarly to CMnb , contention manager CMwf 5.8
can use a pragmatic contention manager, denoted
5.9
by PCM, in low-contention scenarios and switch to
serialization only as a last recourse. Wait-freedom 5.10
is guaranteed provided that PCM satisfies Termi- 5.11
nation.
5.12
5.13

5

5.14

Implementation of IFDs IΩ∗
and I♦P

5.15
5.16

Precisely because IΩ∗ and I♦P are sufficient to implement a non-blocking or wait-free contention
manager, they are impossible to implement in an
asynchronous system. It is however usually reasonable to assume eventual synchrony which means
that eventually, there exists an upper and a lower
bound on the time it can take for a process to execute a step. As we assume that the global clock
is discrete, no process can execute infinitely many
steps in a finite time, and we can simply define
eventual synchrony by stating that there exists an
upper bound on the time it can take for a process
to execute a step. This bound is not known to processes, can be arbitrary and also can be different in
each execution.
An example implementation of I♦P in an eventually synchronous system, similar to known message passing implementations of ♦P [7, 1, 9, 23],
is presented in Algorithm 5. The idea of the algorithm is the following. Each process pi , for
which IFD is not stopped, periodically increments
a “heartbeat” register A[i]. Process pi also checks
the registers A[. . .] of other processes. If the value
in a register A[j] of process p j has not changed
since the last read, then pi starts suspecting p j
(which means that a correct processes which never
queries I♦P can be eventually permanently suspected). If pi observes later that p j has incre-

uses: A[1, . . . , n]—array of registers
initially: A[1, . . . , n] ← 1, previ [1, . . . , n] ← 0,
timeouti ← initial timeout,
outputi ← ∅, runi ← false
upon runi do
repeat
for k ← 1 to timeouti do A[i] ← A[i] + 1
suspectedi ← ∅
for j ← 1 to N do
if previ [j] < A[j] then
previ [j] ← A[j]
if j ∈ outputi then increase
timeouti
else suspectedi ← suspectedi ∪ {p j }
outputi ← suspectedi
until not runi
upon query do
runi ← true
return outputi
upon stop do
runi ← false

mented its register, then pi stops suspecting p j and
increases its timeout value. This timeout tells pi
how many steps pi has to perform between two
checks of the registers of other processes. Eventually pi adjusts its timeout to the slowest process,
provided that pi is running I♦P for sufficiently
long time.
Theorem 14 Algorithm 5 implements I♦P .
Proof. Let us denote by V the set of correct processes which at some point in time call query and
never call stop thereafter. Let us denote by V 0 the
set of processes that call query and stop infinitely
many times. Let us take a point in time t such that
after t every process p j ∈ V has its value of run j
equal to true forever.
If a process pi crashes, then pi will no longer increment the value in A[i] in line 5.3. As run j =
true at every process p j ∈ V after t, all processes
in V will eventually execute the “repeat” loop in
lines 5.2–5.11 twice and observe that A[i] has not
changed (in line 5.6) and so the processes will add
pi to their sets suspected in line 5.9. Therefore, eventually pi will be suspected by all processes in V
and thus we have proved property 1.
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Now let us prove property 2. Assume, by con- Algorithm 6: Implementation of intermittent
tradiction, that a process pi ∈ V is suspected infailure detector IΩ∗
finitely often by a process p j ∈ V ∪ V 0 . Process
uses: A[1, . . . , n]—array of registers
pi is in V and so, after time t, runi = true forinitially: ldi ← pi , timeouti ← initial timeout,
ever. Therefore, pi will increment its register A[i]
A[1, . . . , n] ← 1, lasti [1, . . . , n] ← 0,
infinitely many times in line 5.3. Process p j is in
pseti ← ∅, runi ← false
V ∪ V 0 and so the condition run j = true is satisfied infinitely many times, which means that p j 6.1 upon runi do
while runi do
will execute the loop in lines 5.2–5.11 infinitely of- 6.2
6.3
prevldi ← ldi
ten. Therefore, p j will observe in line 5.6 infinitely
ldi ← process p j ∈ pseti with the lowest
many times that A[i] has changed and so, as p j sus- 6.4
id
j such that A[j] > lasti [j] and j < i or
pects pi infinitely often, p j will increase its timeout
p
if
no such p j exists
i
in line 5.8 infinitely many times. It means that at
6.5
last
[j]
← A[j]
some point in time timeout j will be so large that p j
i
6.6
if
ld
=
pi then A[i] ← A[i] + 1
will spend much more time in the loop in line 5.3
i
else
(consisting of timeout j steps) than it will take pi to 6.7
if prevldi 6= ldi then increase
execute the code in lines 5.4–5.10 and increment 6.8
timeouti
A[i] at least once in line 5.3 (2N + 1 steps, which is
wait for timeouti steps
constant in any given execution). This is because 6.9
there exists an upper and a lower bound on the
time it can take for any process to take a step and 6.10 upon query(S) do
thus also the relative speed of the processes pi and 6.11
runi ← true
p j is bounded. Therefore, between any two checks 6.12
if S = pseti then return ldi
of p j , pi will manage to increment A[i] and so pi 6.13
else
will not be ever suspected by p j —a contradiction. 6.14
pseti ← S

6.15
return pi
IFD IΩ∗ can be implemented in a similar way. In
fact, one can easily extract the output of IΩ∗ using 6.16 upon stop do
I♦P : query(S) invoked on IΩ∗ would then return 6.17
runi ← false
this alive (i.e., non-suspected by I♦P ) process in set
S that has the lowest identifier. Clearly, IΩ∗ can
be implemented in a more efficient way if I♦P is
not used, for we can make only the elected leader Proof. Let us denote Algorithm 6 by L and assume,
send “heartbeat” signals to others, unlike in the by contradiction, that L does not implement IΩ∗ .
presented implementation of I♦P in which every This means that there exists some execution e in
alive process for which IFD is not stopped has to which the property of IΩ∗ is violated.
keep incrementing its “heartbeat” counter.
Let us denote by V the processes that invoke
A more optimal implementation of I♦P , assum- query infinitely many times in e. Assume that there
ing an eventually synchronous system, is pre- exists a set S of processes such that: (1) all correct
sented in Algorithm 6. The idea is straightfor- processes in S belong to V, and (2) starting from
ward: an alive process pi with the lowest identifier some time t, all processes in set V periodically inamong the processes that participate in leader elec- voke query(S). Assume also that no process intion is elected a leader (line 6.4). Then pi perma- vokes stop infinitely many times in e. Let us denently increments its register A[i] to inform others note by pl the process from set V that has the lowthat pi is still alive (line 6.6). If a process p j ob- est identifier. We will lead to a contradiction by
serves that A[i] has not changed since the last read, showing that all processes in V have to eventually
p j suspects pi of having crashed and elects a new permanently return pl in every call to query(S).
leader. If later p j discovers that pi is alive, p j inAll correct processes from set S are in V and pl
creases the timeout j value (line 6.8) which tells p j has the lowest identifier from all processes in V.
how long p j should wait (in line 6.9) between any Therefore, every process from set S that has the
two checks of a register A[i].
identifier lower than the identifier of p eventul

ally crashes in e. Therefore, eventually no process
pi ∈ S such that i < l (i and l are the identifiers of

Theorem 15 Algorithm 6 implements IΩ∗
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process pi and pl , respectively) will increment its
register A[i]. This means that process pl will eventually permanently elect itself a leader in line 6.4,
for pl has the lowest timestamp from all correct
processes in psetl and eventually psetl is permanently equal to S (as pl ∈ V). Therefore, eventually
process pl , after some time t0 , will be periodically
incrementing its register A[l] in line 6.6 and never
wait in line 6.9 anymore.
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Process pl , after time t0 , executes a constant (for
a given number of processes) number of steps between two increments of A[l] in line 6.6. As the
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